The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) & World Health Organization (WHO): Co-conspirators in the COVID-19 Cover-up & Spread

“This is a cover-up by the Chinese Communist Party, which has now led to one of the worst pandemics we’ve ever seen. The World Health Organization did not protect the world from this pandemic, and I consider them to be co-conspirators with the Chinese Communist Party.” - Lead Republican McCaul

Dec 2019 – Jan 2020: CCP leaders know about coronavirus but take aggressive steps to hide it from the public, including detaining doctors who warned about the virus and censoring media.

Dec 31, 2019: Taiwan informs WHO about human-to-human transmission, but data is not published on WHO’s data exchange platform because WHO Director-General Tedros silenced them.

Jan 1, 2020: Hubei Provincial Health Commission official orders gene sequencing companies and labs, which had already determined that the novel virus was similar to SARS, to stop testing samples and to destroy existing samples.

Jan 3, 2020: China’s National Health Commission ordered institutions not to publish any information related to the “unknown disease” and ordered labs to transfer samples to state institutions or destroy them.

Mid-Late Jan: Despite knowing about the virus, CCP allowed massive travel in China and abroad during the Spring Festival (3 billion estimated trips over 40 days), and Wuhan held a celebratory potluck with more than 40,000 families eating from 14,000 dishes.

Jan 14, 2020: Hubei Provincial officials hold a teleconference with Ma Xiaowei, the head of China’s National Health Commission, who details the threat posed by the new virus. A memo from the teleconference raises the possibility of human-to-human transmission, but public was not alerted for 6 days.

Jan 14, 2020: Wuhan health authorities claim no human to human transmission from coronavirus and this assessment was tweeted by WHO the same day.


Jan 23, 2020: Tedros casts the deciding vote at WHO meeting to not declare a Public Health Emergency of International Concern. This delay contributed to a regional epidemic turning into a pandemic.
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Jan 23, 2020: Before Wuhan goes on lockdown, an estimated 5 million people leave the city.

Jan 29, 2020: Tedros praises China's response to the virus, saying the PRC's transparency was “very impressive, and beyond words” and that the PRC was “actually setting a new standard for outbreak response.”

Feb 16, 2020: “WHO-China Joint Mission on Coronavirus Disease 2019” travel to China on a nine-day trip to examine the outbreak and origin of COVID-19. Many team members, including at least one American, were not allowed to visit Wuhan on the trip.

Feb 29, 2020: WHO announces that it “continues to advise against the application of travel or trade restrictions to countries experiencing COVID-19 outbreaks.”

March 11, 2020: The WHO officially declares the COVID-19 outbreak a pandemic after 114 countries had already reported 118,000 cases. This declaration occurred 57 days after China’s top health agency told provincial officials that they were facing a likely epidemic from a new coronavirus.